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Bad Poem

Beltane sex poem

I stalk through the damp forest floor

Searching for a comfy spot

A bed of rotting leaves and dandelions

The fire I build, red and heat and desire

A beacon through the veil

My scarlet dress falls from my frame

The air is heat on my skin

I lay myself down

Damp floor at my back

Waves of lust and my unrestricted view

His caress finds my passion prickled skin

His caress cools as the fever builds from within

The fiery beacon delivered my ghost lover

He enters me

Tickles in my skin

Quivers in my bones

I am outside myself

Conquered by sensation

I fall away into torpor

To recover for my next lover’s entrance



Elderberry



Elderberry flavored brandy

Dried Elderberries

Brandy, at least 40% alcohol by 

volume

• Fill half a pint-sized canning 

jar with dried elderberries. Fill 

the jar with brandy.

• Let the berries macerate in the 

brandy for a month. Try to shake 

the jar daily. Don't leave the jar 

in direct sunlight. 

• After a month, strain out the 

berries and pour the flavored 

brandy into a dark-colored 

bottle. 

 Add a 1/4 teaspoon of the brandy 

to your tea when you need a warm-

up. It's ok; it’s not day drinking; 

it's medicinal.



Rant

COVID-19 Conspiracies
There are lots of COVID-19 conspiracies 

floating around. Space limits me listing any. 

But my intention is not to champion or 

debunk the theories. Is the government lying 

and controlling us and dismantling our 

liberties? Probably. Is any of that related to 

COVID-19? Who knows. 

Those conspiracy theories make me angry. Not 

because they are calling out the nefarious 

machinations of our beneficent overlord 

government. But because at this point in the 

story, people are still dying or in danger. 

This requires a constructive mindset, and 

kindness is constructive now. Be kind in 

whichever form that manifests. If you can 

sew, make masks. Spend what money you have 

at local businesses. Don't be dicks at the 

grocery store. Plant seeds, grow food, DIY.

 

Fuck what the government is telling you to 

do. What is the kind thing to do?



Shameless plugs

Subscribe to That Plant 

Fucker: 

http://eepurl.com/gr6tUT

For printed copies, email me at 

wonderfullife2012b@gmail.com
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